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Processes to solidify and streamline supplier-customer relationships can result in mutually beneficial commercial success.

By working closely together, companies and their suppliers can create highly competitive supply chains. Failing to collaborate results in the distortion of information as it moves through a supply chain, which, in turn, can lead to costly inefficiencies. Lee et al. described this “bullwhip effect,” which results in excess inventories, slow response, and lost profits. Through the more open, frequent, and accurate exchange of information typical of a long-term supply-chain partnership, companies can eliminate many of these problems and ensure ongoing improvement. Examples of successful customer-supplier partnerships include those between Baxter Healthcare Corporation and American Hospital Supply Corporation or between Toyota and its first-tier suppliers.

These partnerships yield major benefits: increased market share, inventory reductions, improved delivery service, improved quality, and shorter product development cycles. Chrysler Corporation, realizing that merely overhauling its supplier base was insufficient, successfully transformed its traditionally adversarial supplier relationships into partnerships. Even more modest partnerships lead to rapid improvements in logistics facilitated by candid information exchange and better coordination. Given the effort involved in creating and sustaining partnerships, clearly a
Free exchange of information and coordinated decision making reduce the inefficiencies inherent in less collaborative relationships.

A firm must focus on the trading partners it considers most important in the long run. This type of partnership differs from a strategic alliance or project-based partnership in which two firms may work toward a common goal but later dissolve the association after achieving the goal. The more open-ended nature of supply-chain partnerships makes them more challenging. In this article, we point out potential pitfalls and provide practical guidelines for forming and managing supply-chain partnerships.

Characteristics of Successful Partnerships

Several studies of successful arm’s-length partnerships have noted their key recurring characteristics. Free exchange of information (e.g., sharing cost and demand data) and coordinated decision making reduce the inefficiencies inherent in less collaborative relationships. Mutual trust is crucial to reassuring firms that information shared with a partner will not be used against them. Longer-term commitment to the partnership encourages parties to invest in further improvement of the joint supply chain to mutual advantage. Helper and Sako distinguish between what they call “exit” and “voice” relationships; in the latter, firms and their suppliers cooperate to resolve problems rather than abandoning their partnerships. Although “voice” relationships function better, according to observations, they are relatively rare. Dyer has described the changes in supplier-management practices at Chrysler in some detail.

A company wanting to engage in a partnership with its supplier (or a supplier with its customer) often confronts these questions:

- How can we be assured that we will reap commercial value from our efforts (e.g., that a supplier would experience increased volume or reduced price pressure from the customer)?

Dyer also notes that firms often speculate about establishing partnerships but find that “actually doing it — after decades of exploiting suppliers by pitting one against the other — is exceedingly difficult.” The academic supply-chain literature focuses mainly on the characteristics of partnership and on new supplier-management practices, saying relatively little about the actual process of developing partnerships. One exception is the work of Byrnes and Shapiro, whose findings on the critical factors in such projects correspond with ours.

In this article, we provide an integrated framework that combines supply-chain management, change management, and marketing and logistics issues. We base this framework on the experiences of Pellton International, a large multinational chemical company that wanted to improve supply-chain logistics jointly with its customers. We describe two of Pellton’s joint supply-chain improvement projects. Driven largely by trial and error, progress on the first project with Basco PLC was slow and faltered several times but eventually led to logistics benefits and helped reverse a traditionally adversarial relationship that, in turn, translated into commercial benefits for Pellton. The second project, with Perdirelli Milan, promised to deliver similar logistics benefits more quickly, but, in the end, did not yield the commercial value Pellton had hoped. This distinction between logistics and commercial success is critical, but often disregarded in practice. We define logistics success as the degree
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to which the overall supply chain is improved, regardless of how costs and benefits are allocated. Commercial success depends on the degree to which trading with the partner in question becomes more profitable — whether by getting a share of the logistics improvements or by obtaining better trading terms. A supplier investing substantial effort in a joint supply-chain improvement project with a customer will almost certainly be aiming for more than potential logistics improvements; the supplier wants to solidify its relationship with the customer to gain a larger market share or reduce price pressure. We found that sacrificing some short-term logistics success may be worth achieving commercial benefits later.

By contrasting the Pellton and Basco projects, we (tentatively) identified some key steps in joint supply-chain improvement projects, notably the importance of concurring on a process, selecting a joint project team, and including supply-chain mapping early in the project. We also built a simple framework or “road map” for such improvement projects. Although the steps of the road map are not a revelation in themselves, practitioners may find that they easily forget the associated critical lessons amid day-to-day pressures:

**Step 1.** Establish mutually agreed on processes and objectives before starting a joint supply-chain improvement project.

**Step 2.** Prepare thoroughly. Key to the process are team selection, benefit-sharing agreements, analysis of opportunities, supply-chain mapping, setting of performance standards, and allocation of required resources.

**Step 3.** To reap commercial benefits, integrate the joint supply-chain improvement project within the respective organizations — especially within the purchasing group of the affiliated business — even if this seems to add little value or seems to hinder the project. Especially in matrix organizations, benefits also must accrue to the departments that provide resources within both organizations.

We focus on these issues, although, of course, factors related to project management and implementation are relevant too. We sketch how Pellton implemented the road map through a company training program that focused on supply-chain management, in general, and the joint supply-chain improvement framework, in particular. Finally, we explain why the Basco project was commercially successful despite its slow start, whereas the Perdirelli project seemed far smoother but was commercially disappointing for Pellton.

**Pellton’s Improvement Projects**

Pellton International supplies Pell-Q, its brand of a generic chemical product, to automotive suppliers, among others (see Figure 1). The different formulations and sizes total several thousand stock-keeping units (SKUs). The company produces various formulations in batch production runs ranging from several hours to several days; change-over times vary from several minutes to a full day. Cycle times between batches of the same product range from ten days to six months. Process quality and change-over times are highly variable. The firm cuts Pell-Q to size and packages it to customer specifications on one integrated production line for storage until shipping. It is a commodity product that is not subject to frequent changes, so the supply chain falls into Fisher’s “functional products” category (rather than the “innovative products” category). Four global competitors offer similar products, but Pellton’s market share is the largest at approximately 30 percent of the total market.

In this article, we focus on Pellton’s European market, which it supplies from its plant in Maastricht, The Netherlands. Basco is Pellton’s largest customer and accounts for 20 percent of the company’s output. Perdirelli follows with 15 percent. Basco, Perdirelli, and their competitors each supply several auto assemblers. Pell-Q is a key raw material for Pellton’s customers, most of which are under heavy cost pressure, especially those supplying OEM auto assemblers.

Pellton initiated supply-chain improvement projects with these two key customers. Convinced of the potential benefits, Pellton managers intended to initiate similar projects with other important customers worldwide. Highly resource-intensive, the Basco and Perdirelli projects encountered many obstacles and delays, although Pellton avoided some in the second project. Before Pellton began setting up similar projects on a larger scale, we documented the process, recorded the key points learned, and developed training materials for global use. Next, we review both projects (see Figure 2 for chronological summaries).

**Project 1. Basco’s Slow Success**

Relations between Pellton and Basco, its largest customer, had long been somewhat adversarial. To achieve the efficiency improvements demanded by
downstream customers (the auto assemblers), senior managers in the Basco purchasing group and Pellton managers realized they needed to be more cooperative; they reached a long-term commercial agreement, exchanging volume commitments for price concessions. Despite this mild thawing in the relationship at higher levels in the organizations, mistrust remained, especially among lower levels of the hierarchy.

In 1993, Pellton underwent a major business redesign, which included setting up workshops with key customers to find out how to serve them better. Initial discussions with the Basco purchasing group identified cost reduction as the overriding concern, so the objective of the first workshop was defined as “finding ways to reduce the cost of supplying Pell-Q.”

**SKU Rationalization and Consignment Stock.** In early 1994, twenty people participated in the project’s first workshop at which Pellton’s commercial director illustrated the complexity of the supply chain by showing that a single Basco plant received more than sixty different SKUs of Pell-Q (though the plant’s logistics manager refuted this). No specific improvement plans resulted from the workshop, but the participants agreed that Pellton would draft a list of proposals to be refined before a follow-up workshop two months later. Subsequently, the skeptical logistics manager researched the SKU issue and found that Pellton’s commercial director had not exaggerated; this convinced him that collaboration and SKU rationalization were desirable. This would allow substantial safety stock reductions, improved delivery service, and fewer rush-order-induced disruptions for Pellton. The firms did not try to quantify these benefits. Although they agreed to compensate Basco for the additional
waste incurred by stocking a limited range of sizes, they deferred deciding about the details of that compensation, which included consignment stock.

The second workshop team, now composed of different participants, agreed on three projects for further study, including one on inventory reduction. A steering team to oversee progress included the Pellton logistics manager and the Basco purchasing director. The inventory reduction team, led by the Basco purchasing director, consisted of logistics managers and sales staff from Pellton, a plant-level purchaser, and logistics managers from Basco. The teams first met in spring 1994 and set three priorities: SKU rationalization, improvement and integration of forecasting and ordering systems, and implementing just-in-time (JIT) deliveries and consigned stock. Pell-Q inventory at Basco sites totaled over $10 million; Pellton expected the stock reduction from SKU rationalization to offset its additional inventory burden from consignment.

**Slow Implementation, Eventual Success.** Although both sides assumed they should benefit from the arrangement, they did not explicitly agree on the details. When Pellton raised the issue, the Basco purchasing director responded: “Let’s focus on opportunities first to ensure that there are benefits. We’ll talk about sharing later.” The team agreed to complete implementation at all Basco sites within six months.

During subsequent meetings, it became clear that Basco was a highly decentralized organization. The Pellton team learned that Basco’s purchasing group was a central service organization with no direct authority over individual plants and, therefore, was unable to impose new procedures and constraints on the plants. Eventually, the team decided to aim for implementing SKU rationalization at all sites by year-end, but to improve forecasting accuracy on a site-by-site basis. It would implement consigned stock after instituting improved forecasting to provide individual sites with an incentive to cooperate.

The team agreed to start with a three-month pilot experiment of SKU rationalization and consignment at the Basco plant in Antwerp, Belgium; if successful, it would introduce the project at other sites. The local logistics manager represented the pilot site. The Pellton sales representative for the Basco Antwerp account didn’t know if the logistics manager had the authority to implement changes; he commented,

**The team decided to map the information flow from customers to Pellton in order to design a more integrated planning and forecasting process using EDI.**

“During our first couple of meetings at the Antwerp plant, we weren’t even allowed out of the conference room. I don’t know what he was afraid of.” After learning that the Antwerp plant manager was not involved in the experiment, the Pellton sales representative visited him to explain the changes after the start of the pilot. Though not enthusiastic, the plant manager agreed to study the project; the next day he voiced his opposition to the Basco steering team members. They, in turn, were upset that the Pellton sales representative had acted without their knowledge. Eventually, tensions abated, but Pellton’s sales representative concluded: “We underestimated the complexity of Basco’s internal politics. In the future, we have to refer to the Basco purchasing director on everything.”

At the start of the pilot program, the team reduced the SKU count, and Pellton assumed ownership of Pell-Q inventory in Antwerp. After three months, when the team evaluated the program, the level of consigned stock had not decreased. Actual requirements frequently deviated substantially from delivery forecasts, and, with consignment stock in place, Basco had little incentive to improve forecast accuracy. Although recognizing the lack of incentive, Pellton staff had not yet followed up on this.

During pilot evaluation, Pellton announced it would not implement consigned stock at other sites until pilot-site stock decreased. The Antwerp plant manager was shocked by the current stock levels and vowed to reduce them. The team decided to map the information flow from Basco Antwerp’s customers to Pellton in order to design a better, more integrated planning and forecasting process using electronic data interchange (EDI). Pellton added an IT project manager to the information-flow mapping team assigned to Basco Antwerp and another Basco plant. The Basco team (now including the Antwerp plant manager) shared information freely with Pellton staff, who learned a lot about Basco’s physical process and planning procedures. For instance, planning at Basco
was largely manual; staff aggregated information before sending it to Pellton counterparts, who would disaggregate it for planning deliveries.

A month later, the team met to design an integrated planning and forecasting system, centered on sharing detailed forecasts or updating data as quickly as possible. Ideally, Pellton wanted to see all EDI orders from Basco’s customers. But the Basco team explained that this information would not help Pellton in planning production and would reveal too much about the market. Although Basco had sophisticated EDI links with its automotive customers, nothing similar was in place with its suppliers nor did this seem like a high priority for Basco. Even setting up e-mail connections within the team took a long time due to lack of IT support within Basco (although a Pellton IT staff member tried to compensate for this deficiency).

By November 1995, stock at Basco Antwerp had decreased to the target level. The project team presented the integrated planning system to joint senior managers, who approved implementation at two selected sites. Soon after, Basco decided to introduce it to the remaining sites, which were enthusiastic partly due to the Antwerp plant manager’s strong advocacy. The Basco purchasing director commented that he was “extremely pleased” by the cooperation with Pellton, that relations between the companies had improved greatly, and that he wanted to follow a similar process with other divisions of Basco. Thus, Pellton had solidified its position as Basco’s preferred supplier and expanded sales to the company.

Project 2. Perdirelli’s Mixed Results

Pardirelli, Pellton’s second largest customer, has production sites in Milan, Italy, and elsewhere; all are fairly autonomous. Relations between Pellton and Pardirelli, both at the organizational and personal levels, had been relatively good. Concurrent with a major reengineering effort at Pardirelli Milan, top management of Pellton and Pardirelli took the opportunity to jointly improve their supply chain. Aided by Pardirelli Milan’s reengineering consultants and implicitly drawing on Pellton’s prior experience with Basco, the companies drafted a project plan to jointly evaluate their supply-chain logistics. Senior managers agreed that costs and benefits would be shared fifty-fifty, thus allowing the design team to focus on logistics while leaving commercial matters to others. Pardirelli Milan managers asked a reengineering consultant to facilitate the joint workshops.

One of Pellton’s challenges in supplying Pardirelli Milan involved a nonstandard formulation of Pell-Q. The improvement project concurrently presented Pellton with an opportunity to help Pardirelli Milan switch to the standard formulation, thereby reducing complexity and cost.

The project started with two two-day workshops held at one-week intervals. The first workshop outlined the process for the entire project, devoted time to “as is” mapping of physical processes and information flow, and attempted to identify improvement opportunities. Participants validated the mapping and evaluated opportunities in greater detail before the second workshop, at which the team members were scheduled to design and plan implementation of the “to be” supply chain. Proposals included SKU rationalization, implementation of consigned stock (supported by an EDI link), and facilitation of Pardirelli Milan’s switch to the standard Pell-Q formulation.

Two months later, the team presented a more detailed implementation plan to Pellton–Pardirelli Milan managers, who approved the proposals. Reengineering at Pardirelli Milan led to the reassignment of many staff members, including the entire implementation team, except the production manager (who continued to lead the Pardirelli Milan team). Fortunately, Pardirelli Milan’s managing director, who had been instrumental in initiating the project, insisted that it continue. Thus, the project received high visibility and adequate resources despite ongoing reengineering. The production manager briefed a newly appointed team, using the documentation and plans of the original design team. In about a month, the new team became familiar with the opportunities identified by the original team.

Meanwhile, Pellton was dealing with the failed Basco Antwerp pilot program (see Figure 2: July 1995). As both companies restarted the project, Pellton’s sales department announced a price increase. In response, Pardirelli Milan threatened to stop buying from Pellton; however, Pardirelli’s top management insisted that the project continue. Soon after, at an emergency business meeting, Pellton canceled the price increase. In November 1995, the new Pellton and Pardirelli Milan teams met for the first time; Pellton had added the IT project manager from the Basco project to the team. The group concurred on a long list of action points, including substantial changes to IT systems for both companies. Implementation was planned for
March 1996, starting with a one-month trial period when the old and new systems would run in parallel.

By late February 1996, the Pellton team members informed their counterparts in Milan that they could not meet the IT deadline, the group in Milan admitted to having similar problems. Perdirelli Milan’s production manager suggested that Pellton’s IT project manager serve as joint project manager, and she received direct authority over IT resources in Milan. A few weeks later than initially planned, the new system was operating successfully. Moreover, Perdirelli Milan had decided to switch to the standard Pell-Q formulation, leading to inventory reduction associated with product standardization and staffing reductions in the purchasing group. Perdirelli wished to follow a similar process for other company sites. Unfortunately, during the next round of commercial negotiations with Perdirelli’s central purchasing group, the latter placed little value on Pellton’s efforts, cited Pellton’s persistent quality problems, and demanded a price decrease instead. Subsequently, Pellton’s sales to Perdirelli decreased sharply.

**Lessons Learned**

The main benefits that Pellton, Basco Antwerp, and Perdirelli Milan accrued are difficult to quantify (see Table 1), but all parties considered the projects successful and worth pursuing with other suppliers and customers. Next, we discuss the problems encountered, why they occurred, how they were fixed, and the key lessons learned.

**Achieve Consensus**

Especially in the early stages of the Basco project, neither company clearly understood how to organize the tasks or which activities to undertake and in what sequence. The team had not defined a process. In the Perdirelli Milan project, the teams first agreed on a process that underlies the “road map” (described in the next section). As a result, the Perdirelli Milan project proceeded far more smoothly. In addition, describing the full process in advance helped Pellton overcome the initial skepticism of other customers that were afraid a joint supply-chain improvement project would be “yet another initiative that would never go anywhere.” The importance of an established process should not be underestimated — whether the one we propose, that of Byrnes and Shapiro, or a reengineering methodology, such as that of Kodak or the “Rapid Re” approach of the Institute of Industrial Engineers.

**Share Benefits**

At several points early in the Basco project, team members were more concerned with how proposed changes would affect them, rather than with what the joint benefits would be. For instance, the Pellton—Perdirelli Milan design team initially gave the Basco Antwerp logistics manager little incentive to cooperate — a consequence of the lack of a benefit-sharing agreement. The firms mandated that the design team search for joint improvements and leave commercial issues of sharing costs and benefits to senior managers. A fifty-fifty sharing proposal — though, in practice, difficult to realize — clearly establishes the

### Table 1

**Benefits Achieved from Joint Supply-Chain Improvement Projects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pellton International</th>
<th>Basco Antwerp</th>
<th>Perdirelli Milan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Radically improved relationship with Basco; became a preferred supplier.</td>
<td>• Consignment stock: eliminated millions of dollars’ worth of inventory.</td>
<td>• Partial consignment stock: reduced safety stocks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Eliminated unique product formulation for Perdirelli Milan; reduced safety stocks and scheduling complexity.</td>
<td>• Potentially more reliable deliveries due to integrated planning and forecasting.</td>
<td>• Reduced staffing in purchasing department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• SKU rationalization: other customers also might reduce safety stock.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Learned about supply-chain improvements; began planning to institute these with other suppliers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Basco Antwerp notified Pellton of demand earlier; less safety stock kept; fewer rush orders.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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goal of joint optimization. The important principle is to separate logistics and commercial issues and agree on a joint-optimization sharing rule. Of course, negotiating and implementing a benefit-sharing rule is easier said than done. Indeed, Byrnes and Shapiro found that benefit sharing may evolve gradually. Often the customer initially takes the larger share, but the vendor stands to gain as more customers adopt the new mode of operating and sales increase. In many cases, the stronger supply-chain partner defines or dictates the benefit-sharing procedure.

**Unrealistic expectations of inventory savings resulted from poor understanding of the true causes of excess stock.**

familiarized both parties with the intricacies of the project, thus avoiding implementation delays. Information mapping was a true revelation for all concerned and eliminated many inefficient practices. Additional intangible but critical benefits of mapping lay in team building, which helps reorient members to a systemwide perspective so they focus on the whole process rather than on individual tasks.

**Analyze and Redesign**

During the Basco project, the team initially had little idea how to identify areas for improvements. Unrealistic expectations of inventory savings resulted from poor understanding of the true causes of excess stock. This, in turn, was caused by the team’s lack of knowledge about which analysis tools to use. The quality-control literature offers many suggestions for analysis, for instance. A fishbone chart (or Ishikawa diagram) was constructed to analyze root causes of excessive inventories. Though often cast in redesign terms, the joint supply-chain improvement projects were more geared toward continuous improvement, or streamlining, of the supply chain. Joint (radical) redesign is not impossible, but it places far higher requirements on a partnership than the improvement methodology discussed here. Recognizing this distinction is relevant in selecting the appropriate analysis and design tools — a topic we discuss later — and setting realistic expectations. In both cases, the teams did not carefully estimate and measure benefits, which led to problems. In fact, it is remarkable how often inventory savings are projected to be “75 percent” with little or no justification; such was the case here. Byrnes and Shapiro point out that estimating benefits in advance and measuring them as they occur is crucial.

**Manage the Project**

In the Basco project, progress was slow, and extended deadlines and delayed implementation and roll-out reflected a loose project-management style. Tighter management control characterized the Perdrelli Milan project; especially after the second implementation team began work. It adhered to deadlines, and project managers on both sides moni-
tored all activities. The team executed the Perdirelli Milan project much faster, illustrating that appropriate project management is critical to success. However, sometimes to achieve longer-term commercial benefits, a company may need to stray from the principles of efficient project management.

**Commercial Benefits**

The joint supply-chain improvement project with Perdirelli Milan unfolded smoothly because it took place almost entirely at the plant level. As a result, though, Pellton was not able to convert its project investment into increased volume or reduced price pressure from Perdirelli. With Basco, the opposite pattern emerged: initial progress was slow because everything was done through the Basco purchasing group rather than directly with the plants. Thus, Basco purchasing did experience firsthand the value of Pellton’s project initiative and rewarded this by increasing its volume of purchases.

The conclusion is clear: for project success, direct contact with plant-level staff is essential, but, to convert this into commercial success, the customer’s purchasing group must be involved throughout. Here is perhaps the key challenge in managing such improvement projects: sometimes a firm must sacrifice short-term project success for longer-term commercial success, as Pellton did by working through the Basco purchasing group even though working directly with the plants might have seemed more efficient. This implies that managers must apply project management principles to the appropriate project. Pellton should apply project management principles to all the company’s joint supply-chain improvement efforts with various customers, not to only a single project. We return to this issue, which raises the need for a coordination superstructure, after describing our proposed road map.

**Road Map for Streamlining Supply Chains**

By pulling together the critical factors we identified in the previous section and principles from the existing literature, we constructed a road map for managing joint supply-chain improvement projects (see Figure 3). The sequence is broadly similar to Byrnes and Shapiro’s “awareness, orientation, [and] implementation” and the Institute of Industrial Engineers’ “project initiation, process understanding, new process design, business transition, [and] change management.” We aim to provide a more detailed, operational road map especially suited to companies that, despite being important trading partners, have traditionally had an arm’s-length relationship, softened by enough approachment so that some cooperation can be mutually beneficial. The key lessons learned from the cases relate to the project preparation stage, which is our focus here. Of course, project management and implementation are also critical, but these have been widely discussed elsewhere.

**Project Preparation**

Companies must balance many factors when preparing to establish a joint project team, including:

- **Team size.** The first Basco workshops with twenty attendees were unwieldy and suggested a lack of focus in project scope. The Pellton–Perdirelli Milan team consisted of two to five people from either company and worked relatively well.
- **Functional representation.** Typical functions to

---

Figure 3

**Road Map for Joint Supply-Chain Improvement Projects**

- **Preparation**
  - Select team.
  - Agree on process.
  - Set timetable.
  - Prepare data.
  - Prepare customer.

- **“As-is” mapping**
  - Set directions.
  - Map supply chain:
    - Physical flow
    - Information flow
  - Identify opportunities.

- **Analysis**
  - Make structure maps.
  - Conduct value-added analysis.
  - Validate opportunities.
  - Propose redesign.

- **“To-be” mapping**
  - Redesign supply chain.
  - Agree on implementation plan.
  - Agree on performance measures.
  - Agree on benefit-sharing mechanism.

- **Management review**
  - Present to joint management.
  - Evaluate performance.
  - Adjust if necessary.

- **Implementation**
  - Implement plan.
include are logistics, sales/purchasing, production, and IT — all preferably from the outset.

- Knowledge. Especially during the mapping exercises and subsequent analysis, people with detailed knowledge of current processes or practices must be involved. Administrative sales and purchasing staff know order volumes, patterns, and procedures; sales representatives and purchasing managers are more aware of organizational issues within the partner firm.

- Authority. The team should include people who can authorize changes, such as the Basco Antwerp pilot-site plant manager and the Perdirelli Milan production manager.

- Project roles. The team should assign people to certain roles. Project sponsors are senior managers who can allocate resources and authorize changes. Team leaders are accountable for team performance and have some authority or are invested with the authority of a sponsor. Project managers are responsible for following up and documenting the project plan. The workshop facilitator can initially be a consultant, but later on could be a project team member. (The facilitator may be someone from outside the project team.)

- Handover. Ideally, the overlap between the three groups — the design team, the implementation team, and the process owners (those who perform the work being redesigned) — should be maximized. When the project is transferred, as occurred in the Perdirelli Milan project, the team should manage the process carefully to avoid lack of acceptance and misunderstandings, such as the “not invented here” syndrome.

Lynch and Werner also have extensively discussed team selection and management. An additional complexity in the joint supply-chain improvement project context is that the aims of a team chosen to ensure logistics success may not be entirely consistent with those of a team focusing on commercial success.

**“As Is” Mapping Workshop**

The primary goal of the first workshop is to establish direction for improvements and to map the current supply chain (the “as is” mapping). Essential to team building, this workshop brings together participants from both companies, who must soon be working as a “one company” team.

Team members need to analyze customer needs to search for opportunities that may differ widely, depending on, for example, whether the customer competes primarily on the basis of low cost or on flexible response. Bowersox and Daugherty discuss how internal and external logistics structures rely on a firm’s strategic orientations. In Hammer and Champy’s reengineering principles, each process has a customer and should be designed to meet that customer’s needs. Ideally, the team’s analysis should start with the final customer’s needs, because the process is aimed toward making the entire supply chain meet those needs more effectively.

Often teams create separate maps representing physical work flows (plant tours aid in this process) and planning and information flows. The exact mapping procedure, however, is not as important as capturing truly relevant information. A major challenge is ensuring the right level of detail, within the time constraints. Breaking the process into key subprocesses (e.g., forecasting, production planning, scheduling, order picking) and then tackling these individually is effective. Mapping each process “backwards” may also be useful. During the mapping, one person draws the map so it’s legible for the entire team; others record ideas about future opportunities and other relevant comments. By the end of the first workshop, the team assigns someone with follow-up responsibility. Although the sales and purchasing staff people may not contribute much at this stage, their presence ensures they will understand the extent of improvements achieved when it is time to negotiate new business terms.

**Analysis**

The “to be” process analysis — the streamlining or redesign of the supply chain — is probably the most important step in the entire process. Value-added analysis is useful here. An activity adds value if: (1) the customer cares about it; (2) it transforms the product or brings it closer to the point of use; and (3) it is done right the first time. The lower the percentage of value-added time in a process, the more that process can benefit from redesign rather than incremental, task-oriented improvement. Redesign, i.e., starting with a clean slate, is potentially more rewarding, but also places much higher demands on the customer relationship.
Many practical tools common to total quality management approaches are useful in making continuous improvements. In addition, the team can apply several reengineering principles:

- Before the improvement step, set targets on the basis of customer needs.
- Measure performance of the current supply chain along those targets, noting gaps.
- Decide on key performance indicators that will help answer the question, "What will tell us if a change is an improvement?" (The design step then focuses on routinely meeting those needs.)
- Handle exceptions or contingencies separately. (For example, when streamlining, focus on performing sequential activities in parallel, batching, and other causes of inventories, and the responsibilities associated with each process step. Harrington addresses these issues in more detail.)

**“To Be” Mapping Workshop**

True redesign starts with a clean sheet of paper. In constructing a new supply chain using only value-added activities, creativity is a key asset. To contribute a fresh perspective, a redesign team may differ in composition from the "as is" mapping team. Though difficult in practice, redesign utilizes principles that are valid for streamlining: a vision of an ideal supply chain as the goal. The redesign exercise reveals many assumptions underlying the current supply chain that are now invalid due to IT advances.

The impracticality of a truly joint redesign across geographically dispersed organizations may warrant customer input and joint discussion during a second workshop. Steps include checking whether the "to be" supply chain will deliver the target improvements, identifying the implementation team, carefully planning the handover (if any), and quantifying the resources needed.

**Management Review**

Organizing a management review as a collaborative effort (i.e., not distinguishing between various company and customer team members) presented to a gathering of senior managers reinforces team building. The design team defers to senior joint management for approval before implementing its proposals. Senior managers generally must decide how to share the benefits, an issue the design team does not usually address otherwise than by providing information necessary for discussion.

**Implementation**

After managers approved implementation, the Perdirelli Milan project shifted into a different mode. (In contrast, the Basco project was always loosely managed.) Explicit senior management support, allocation of adequate time and resources, and affirmation of the project's high priority helped overcome typical problems of resistance to change. Early involvement of the implementation team minimized resistance associated with the "not invented here" syndrome. A project log enabled new team members to familiarize themselves with the chronology and rationale for actions and was an invaluable reference for future projects. E-mail capabilities facilitated communication, both formal and informal, within the team.

In the Pellton case, the proposed road map was fundamental to achieving initial supply-chain improvement but was also a platform for long-term changes. By opening communication channels between Pellton and its customers, the road map became a basis for ongoing continuous improvement in logistics and branched out to include, for example, product quality, design, and so on. Continuous efforts toward improvement and the need to ensure commercial benefits prompted tighter integration of the improvement project efforts into the respective organizations than did stand-alone projects.

**Integration of the Framework**

Implementation of the joint supply-chain improvement process with multiple customers requires more than one team. Next, we outline the Pellton training program for preparing employees. Such training requires a formal coordination structure that links logistics improvement with commercial issues such as benefit sharing.

Pellton offers several two-and-a-half-day training programs based on detailed Basco and Perdirelli case studies, the road map, and supplemental documentation. An optional one-day facilitation skills training session prepares participants to be team members or leaders. Pellton chooses participants primarily from sales, logistics, production, and IT. Training begins with a distribution game (the "beer game") that helps participants understand the forces that undermine supply chains and the need for improvements. Participants discuss the shortcomings of the Pellton supply chain, Pellton's overall strategy, and several logistics issues pertinent to the Basco and Perdirelli...
cases (e.g., SKU rationalization and consignment stock), thus uncovering the issues in the project road map. Attendees discuss each road map, drawing on the documentation and the two cases; mapping and redesign are group exercises. Lectures on supply-chain management, business process reengineering, or time-based competition are included when appropriate. The trained participants are subsequently able to apply the road map. Ideally, participants leave with a set of issues to consider when managing their own project and a list of initial action items.

Undertaking several simultaneous supply-chain improvement projects worldwide requires a formal coordination structure. Selecting customers and ensuring resource availability within a global company is more complex. Partnership projects with various customers may conflict. Managers must capture the lessons learned from all projects in a process road map superstructure. This includes a performance measurement system to monitor supply-chain improvements, for example, cost savings, market share increases, and project performance. Systematic project audits, as Clark and Wheelwright propose for new product development projects, are useful as well.²

How can a supplier jointly improve supply-chain efficiency with customers, develop true partnerships, and reap commercial benefits? We have described two projects in which a supplier attempted to improve relations with customers. By comparing the two cases, we derived the critical factors for such projects and integrated these into a joint supply-chain improvement framework. This tentative road map of a practical process allows firms not closely allied to improve supply-chain logistics and approach true partnership stature.
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